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Chapter 7 
 
Summary, conclusions and discussion 
  



 

  

 

7.1 Background  

 

Learning strategies have been repeatedly demonstrated to be positively correlated with 

academic performance (Alexander, Graham, & Harris, 1998; Weinstein, Husman, & 

Dierking, 2000) and a causal relation can be assumed as well: using adequate learning 

strategies, and using these effectively, improves academic performance (Dignath, 

Buettner, & Langfeldt, 2008; Hattie, Biggs, & Purdie, 1996). Students need metacognitive 

knowledge, both regarding the learning tasks at hand as well as regarding their own 

learning processes (Garner, 1990; Pintrich, 2002). They need this knowledge in order to 

be able to determine whether they are meeting the task demands and making progress 

towards learning goals (Pintrich, 2000) and thus which learning strategies should be 

applied and how this should be done. 

Much research has already been carried out regarding metacognition and related 

constructs (e.g., metacognitive knowledge, judgment of learning, self-regulated learning; 

see Veenman et al., 2006). This has resulted in a large variety of studies that on one hand 

has extended the knowledge about metacognition, yet on the other hand also created a 

‘fuzzy field’ (Dinsmore, Alexander & Loughlin, 2008). In order to bring the field of 

metacognition further, it is important to frame research, and define this research clearly 

(Pintrich, Wolters & Baxter, 2000). More research is needed before a unified theoretical 

framework of metacognition and its components will be attained (Veenman et al., 2006).  

Both in the application of metacognition and using learning strategies efficiently, 

students need guidance as they do not develop these skills automatically or very 

efficiently, if at all (Alexander, et al., 1998; Weinstein, et al., 2000). However, more 

knowledge is needed to understand students’ application of metacognition and learning 

strategies, and how students can be supported in developing and applying these 

processes. This thesis focused on students’ control of learning, including the application 

of metacognition and learning strategies during comprehensive reading. Three goals 

guided the studies that were conducted. The first aim was to create a theoretically 

founded framework of metacognition, using a process-oriented approach, and to 

determine its validity for educational practice. The second aim was to investigate whether 

students metacognition can be trained, based on the model, and whether this relates to 

improved performance in reading comprehension. Third, the effectiveness of a broader 

range of learning strategies, including metacognitive, on academic performance was 

tested by meta-analyses. 
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Following a first chapter introducing the topics of this thesis, the second chapter 

presented a theoretical framework in which metacognition is considered as a process, 

consisting of multiple components. Metacognitive knowledge, monitoring and control are 

the elements which were expected to be related to learning progress and subsequent 

academic performance. Chapter Three focused on empirical validation of that framework 

by measuring its components in 5th and 6th grade students. The fourth chapter focused on 

the effectiveness of a training on  students’ monitoring and control of learning abilities 

and performance in  reading comprehension. Chapters Five and Six both presented 

results of meta-analyses, investigating the effectiveness of learning strategy 

interventions. The aims of these studies were to discover the most successful training 

characteristics, both with respect to training content as well as with respect to training 

and study attributes.   

 

7.2 Summary of main findings 

The second chapter focused on explaining, on a more concrete level than has happened 

thus far, how metacognition facilitates learning processes. The components of 

metacognition were contextualized by positioning these between an object- and a meta-

level (cf. Nelson & Narens, 1990; 1994) where metacognitive reflection takes place. 

Metacognitive processes were defined in terms of monitoring and control of learning. 

Furthermore, as metacognition is a process that has to be inferred from other behavior, 

cognitive activities were described to demonstrate how metacognition is visible in 

students’ learning. These descriptions were placed within the domain of comprehensive 

reading, to provide a clear context in which metacognitive learning can be understood. 

Additionally, metacognitive knowledge was addressed explicitly, as this is considered a 

prerequisite to engage in metacognitive behavior (Garner, 1990; Pintrich, 2002).  

The metacognitive components (monitoring, control, metacognitive knowledge 

and the object- and the meta-level) were presented in a framework which provides 

insight into students’ metacognition, by concentrating on their learning processes. The 

framework adds to existing models of metacognition first, because of the concrete 

cognitive operationalization of metacognition that is provided, second, because of the 

integration of multiple components into one framework which reflects a cyclical process 

of metacognition, and third, because of the inclusion of an object-level that provides a 

context (see also Nelson & Narens, 1990; 1994). The framework demonstrates that 

metacognition is a complex process which, if executed appropriately, facilitates learning.  

 

Chapter Three focused on validating the framework empirically in students in 5th 

and 6th grade. As many assumptions regarding the functioning of different components of 

metacognition, and relations between these components, are tested outside the regular 

educational practice, the question whether these apply in an ecological valid setting is 

very relevant (cf., Efklides, 2012). Therefore, the goal was to investigate the degree to 

which metacognition (monitoring, control and metacognitive knowledge) was developed 

and how its elements relate to each other and to student performance in a regular 

classroom setting. This setting was a comprehensive reading assignment because in this 

domain metacognition has been studied quite extensively, offering fairly adequate 

descriptions of associated learning activities, specifically the use of reading strategies 

(e.g., Pressley & Wharton-McDonald, 1997). 

It was found that students’ level of metacognition was rather low. Large 

differences between individual students were present however, which did not relate to 

their age (and consequently, experience). In general, students possessed already a certain 

degree of metacognitive knowledge regarding learning strategies for reading (considering 

their scores on the Index of Reading Awareness; Jacobs & Paris, 1987) but this only 

related to the number of strategies they used (the more knowledge students had, the 

more strategies they used) and not to their monitoring ability or to their final 

performance scores. No correlation between monitoring and control was found either. 

Comparing different types of students demonstrated some variety between 

subgroups, selected first on their metacognitive knowledge level and next on their 

performance scores in reading – the first interesting finding being that the groups with 

highest scores, respectively 37 and 35 students, had only 14 students in common. 

Monitoring was highest for high ability students whereas low performing students might 

need this ability even more: high performing students know they perform well, yet lower 

performing students need insight in their performance levels in order to improve their 

learning. Another difference in favor of high performing students was that they had more 

metacognitive knowledge compared to lower performing students. However, when 

students were grouped based on their metacognitive knowledge the only difference 

regarded control of learning where students with most knowledge about learning 

strategies use these strategies more compared to other students. Metacognitive 

knowledge in itself was not related to performance. 

Support for the framework described in Chapter Two was quite sparse for the 

students targeted in Chapter Three, likely due to underdeveloped metacognitive 

knowledge and skills in those students. Chapter Four therefore described the results of a 
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training study among primary school teachers. The training focused on improving 

students’ metacognition in comprehensive reading. The main content of the training 

regarded monitoring and control skills, which in turn were expected to improve students’ 

performance. In four meetings, teachers of 48 grades four, five and six were introduced 

to students’ metacognition within the context of comprehensive reading, including 

monitoring understanding while reading, controlling learning by applying learning 

strategies, and enhancing the final performance score. Furthermore, they worked with 

assignments they could use to practice individual aspects (such as monitoring) with their 

own students.  

To measure training effects, students monitoring’ abilities and control activities 

and their performance were measured and compared to a control group. Students’ 

monitoring was operationalized in their accuracy of assessing their own performance (cf. 

JOL; Lin, Moore & Zabrucky, 2001). At pretest, students overestimated their 

performance to a relatively large extend. At posttest they were much more accurate; they 

still overestimated performance but to a significant lesser degree compared to the 

pretest. However, the same trend applied to the control group, indicating that this effect 

was not caused by the training. It could be a result of the measurement itself; triggering 

students to think about their performance causes them to think about performance more 

often and by repetition they become more accurate, due to their experiences. Control of 

learning was measured in quantity of students’ learning strategy use. From pre- to 

posttest, students used significant lesser strategies, a counter-intuitive finding, which 

might be due to the validity problem of the assessment of the concept of control. This 

issue will be addressed further in the discussion. Again, however, the training was not 

causing these changes as the same pattern was found in students in the control group. 

The last measure regarded students’ academic performance, more specifically, their 

comprehensive reading scores. Although students’ scores at posttest improved 

significantly compared to their pretest, again, the same results applied to both the 

experimental and control group. In sum, the teacher training did not affect their 

students’ metacognition, nor their performance in reading.  

Taking a broader perspective, interventions focusing on different types of learning 

strategies, including metacognition, and their potential to improve learning were 

considered using a meta-analytic approach. In Chapter Five, three categories of learning 

strategies (cognitive, metacognitive and management strategies) and metacognitive 

knowledge and motivational aspects (if any) targeted in the interventions, were 

compared regarding their effectiveness. It was found that trainings including 

 

metacognitive knowledge, planning and addressing task value were most effective in 

improving academic performance in general. Analysis of student characteristics further 

revealed that all types of students, including students with learning disabilities, profited 

from strategy training. A sub-question regarded domain-specific effects and these were 

found regarding both the effect sizes that were established and the strategies most 

effective to reach these effects. Effects were smallest in the domain of comprehensive 

reading and largest for interventions conducted in writing. In this domain, especially the 

strategy ‘evaluation’ was effective to improve performance. For mathematics, elaboration 

proved the most effective strategy.  

The mean effect size, calculated over all training studies, was Hedges g = 0.66, a 

medium to large effect. For a sub-sample of the interventions, long-term effects were 

measured. These indicated that effects of trainings remain over time: the mean effect of 

follow-up measures was still Hedges g = 0.60. 

Because the meta-analysis only included studies in which students were trained to 

use strategies another potential problem occurred: trainings are considered non-regular 

classroom activity, especially when these are conducted by researchers instead of 

students’ regular teachers. The fact alone that students take part in such trainings might 

already affect their performance, in addition to the content of the intervention (i.e., the 

strategies taught). Furthermore, other factors could influence effectiveness of trainings, 

such as the length or intensity. Chapter Six addressed these questions in a second meta-

analysis in which the training and study characteristics of the studies included in the first 

meta-analysis were compared. Two types of attributes were analyzed, the first group 

relating to the implementation of the interventions (the subject domain, the 

implementer, the duration and the intensity of the intervention, and whether or not 

students cooperated) and the second group relating to the method used to examine the 

effect of the intervention (whether students were assigned randomly to the experimental 

and control groups, whether the fidelity of the implementation was checked, the 

perspective of the control group and the type of measurement instrument used to 

evaluate the effect). Interventions resulted in higher effects when these were 

implemented by the researcher (or an assistant), lasted longer per session (had a higher 

duration), and were measured using unstandardized tests. Lower effects were found 

when cooperation was included. These components together explained over sixty percent 

of the variance in intervention effect size, indicating that it is important to take into 

account not only the aspects related to the instructional focus of an intervention but also 
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these other attributes, in order to optimize the implementation of the intervention and its 

effects. 

Relating the findings of the explorative study described in Chapter Three to the 

first goal of this thesis, it can be concluded that little empirical evidence was found to 

support the validity of the framework of metacognition as presented in Chapter Two. 

Regarding the second goal of this thesis, investigating the trainability of students’ 

metacognition, the training described in Chapter Four, did not provide the results to 

support this. However, the meta-analyses in Chapters Five and Six provided a broader 

insight into which strategies are most effective in improving academic performance and 

how these strategies can be trained most effectively. 

 

7.3 Overall conclusions and discussion 

 

7.3.1. A framework for metacognition 

The first aim of this thesis was to create a theoretically founded framework of 

metacognition, using a process-oriented approach, and to determine its’ validity for 

educational practice. The framework presented in Chapter Two served to make 

metacognition in educational settings more concrete by focusing on the processes within 

and between different components. Furthermore, it showed how different elements 

(monitoring, control, metacognitive knowledge) are actually all pieces of a larger picture, 

which have to be combined in order to frame the ‘metacognition’ construct as a whole. 

Although the distinction is artificial, as in reality interactions among components take 

place constantly, it helps to understand the complex nature of metacognition. Chapter 

Three however demonstrated that the assumed relations could not be found in 5th and 6th 

grade students. It could be that these students were simply too young to possess already 

these complex patterns of metacognition; the question at which age students’ 

metacognition develops is difficult to answer, as Veenman et al. (2006) already showed 

that this is a theme frequently debated. Another reason could relate to the measurement 

of the components. Metacognitive knowledge was measured using the Index of Reading 

Awareness (IRA; Jacobs & Paris, 1987). Although this questionnaire has been proved to 

be a reliable instrument in other samples, internal reliability was actually below 

satisfactory levels in the study described in this thesis. Also the reading comprehension 

assignment demonstrated relatively low internal reliability. Measurement practices 

regarding metacognition are discussed later in more detail.  

 

Another theme, often debated, regards the generalizability of metacognition itself 

(cf., Schraw, Dunkle, Bendixen, & Roedel, 1995; Veenman et al., 2006). Although this 

thesis did not explicitly address that question, it relates to the generalizability of the 

framework as well. Nelson and Narens (1990; 1994) explicitly include the object-level in 

describing metacognition and this object-level provides the content of the metacognitive 

process. In this thesis, the focus was on reading comprehension. Although based on 

earlier research findings and relying heavily on the model of Nelson and Narens (1990; 

1994), this framework was not found empirically. Maybe the applicability of the 

framework is depending on the object level. It would be interesting to conduct 

comparable measures in, for example, the domain of mathematics, to see whether more 

evidence supporting the framework could be acquired in that context. 

In order to use learning strategies, metacognition is indispensable yet it is not 

sufficient: motivation is needed as well (McCombs & Marzano, 1990; Weinstein, Acee & 

Jung, 2011). This need for not only skills but also the will to engage in metacognitive 

learning processes is lacking in the framework presented in Chapter Two, as well as in 

the measures conducted in Chapter Three and in the training described in Chapter Four. 

The framework was cognitively oriented, focusing on the interaction between the object 

level of the task and the meta-level of thinking about the task. This approach, however, 

leaves out other factors such as motivation that might influence students’ deliberate 

control of learning. Of course in practice teachers are confronted with student 

motivation, which influences not only students’ engagement in developing metacognition 

but also their willingness to use it constructively once acquired.   

 

7.3.2. Training students’ metacognition 

As a second aim, it was investigated whether students’ metacognition could be 

trained, based on the model, and whether this related to improved performance in 

reading comprehension. The training did not affect students’ metacognition nor their 

performance. Maybe this is because these students were simply too young to benefit from 

this type of instruction. However, the lack of findings might also be due not to the 

students but to their teachers, as they received the actual training and were assumed to 

transfer their knowledge into instruction for their students. Perhaps teachers were 

unable to make this transfer, which can be either related to teachers’ abilities or to the 

training.  

It might be that the training was insufficient or not aligned to teachers’ actual 

needs. The training focused on theoretical foundations of metacognition and explaining 
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7.3.2. Training students’ metacognition 
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this type of instruction. However, the lack of findings might also be due not to the 

students but to their teachers, as they received the actual training and were assumed to 

transfer their knowledge into instruction for their students. Perhaps teachers were 

unable to make this transfer, which can be either related to teachers’ abilities or to the 

training.  

It might be that the training was insufficient or not aligned to teachers’ actual 

needs. The training focused on theoretical foundations of metacognition and explaining 
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the framework to teachers. However, much of these theoretical foundations and the 

research underlying the framework stems from educational psychology studies. More and 

more it is acknowledged that these research findings cannot be transferred one-on-one to 

educational settings (Efklides, 2012). In the training in this thesis, little attention was 

devoted to translating the findings into concrete, practical materials (cf., Askell-Williams, 

Lawson, & Skrzypiec, 2012) and step-by-step guidelines for implementing the trained 

content, while that would have been more helpful. Reflecting on a comparable training, 

De Jager (2002) for example concluded that in order to change their behavior “teachers 

need specific guidelines and training in combination with coaching [to] provide them 

with clear indications of the implications of the innovation. Furthermore, these can 

serve as scaffolds for the implementation of the innovation.” (p. 125). In order to be able 

to provide more concrete scaffolds or coaching on the job, it would have been necessary 

to observe the lessons that the teachers provided based on the training. Due to time 

constraints this was not included in the training, which was not only a drawback for the 

teachers but also for the researchers. There was no check on how the teachers 

incorporated the trained content and therefore, implementation might have differed 

between classrooms. Teachers even had the  opportunity to bypass the implementation at 

all. While this reflects a shortcoming of the training, it could also have been the reason 

why effects were lacking. Maybe with stricter implementation of the trained elements, 

students’ metacognition and reading performance would have improved.  

Another question is whether it wouldn’t have been better that the researcher 

directly had trained the students, instead of directing the training  from researchers to 

teachers and then from teachers to their students. This suggestion is based on the finding  

in chapter Six that researchers obtain higher effects compared to teachers. Furthermore, 

Chapters Five and Six showed that different effects of strategy application are obtained in 

different domains, and in general strategy trainings in comprehensive reading have lower 

effects compared to, for example, the domain of mathematics. 

  

7.3.3. Effectiveness of learning strategy interventions 

As a third goal addressed in this thesis, a broader perspective was considered to 

determine the effectiveness of interventions in which a broad range of learning strategies 

were trained to enhance student performance.  

Findings revealed a spectrum of effective strategies and training characteristics to 

consider in implementing and conducting interventions. In Chapter Five it was found 

that the type of strategy matters; different strategies proved to be the most effective in 

 

different domains. For the total sample of literature a sufficient number of studies was 

available to differentiate between the strategies instructed. Effectiveness was thus 

established for separate strategies and also for separate subject domains. These effects 

were based on posttests that were provided at the end of interventions. An interesting 

question regards long-term effects. Although this question was addressed in Chapter 

Five, due to the restricted number of studies including follow-up measures, it could only 

be answered to a limited extent. It was not possible to differentiate between strategies for 

example, while an interesting question is whether the strategies that result in improved 

performance at the posttest are the same strategies that effect performance in the long 

run. More studies are needed to determine which strategies are most effective to this end. 

Some limitations need to be considered in interpretation of the findings of both 

Chapters Five and Six. These were discussed in those chapters already and will therefore 

not be repeated here. One topic is important to consider however: the comparison of 

effect sizes and ways in which these were established. As in the primary studies effects 

were established using a large spectrum of different tests, thus, the ways in which student 

performance was measured varied between studies. In addition there appeared to be 

large differences even within interventions, when multiple tests were used to measure 

performance. This large differentiation made it more difficult to compare the effects of 

the interventions. Often, scores on different tests (i.e. effects) are compared without 

much consideration of how these are measured while this plays a role in interpretation of 

these effects (cf. Slavin & Madden, 2011). In the meta-analyses described in this thesis it 

was found that the measurement instrument affected the outcomes of a meta-analysis: 

interventions in which self-developed tests were used resulted in an effect size (Hedges’ 

g) that was on average 0.25 higher compared to intervention effects measured using 

intervention-independent tests. When these effects are compared, it is therefore 

important to consider how these are measured on the one hand, and what is exactly 

measured on the other hand; does a test measure ‘mathematics’ in general or a specific 

element such as geometry. In research on metacognition and self-regulated learning, this 

is referred to in terms of grain size of measures (Howard-Rose & Winne, 1993; Pintrich et 

al., 2000).  

Regarding the differences in effect sizes in the meta-analyses, Hattie et al. (1996) 

referred to the level of transfer. The assumption was that self-developed tests are 

probably designed aligned to the intervention tested and thus include near-transfer tasks 

as opposed to more general performance measures. Using these near-transfer or very 

specific tasks is necessary to detect effects that would be overlooked if more general tests 
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were used, as the former might be more sensitive to changes occurring as a result of an 

intervention. Noticing these changes is important to understand the effects of a training. 

However, there is a downside in using these self-developed tests as well: trainers might 

be tempted to direct student performance towards the test used at the end of the 

intervention. Transferability of results can then be questioned. In sum, arguments for 

using all types of tests can be provided and all are legitimate. This thesis showed, 

however, that is does matter which test is used so researchers should always be open 

about the tests used to determine any effects. 

 

7.3.4. Measurement issues 

In conducting the research described in this thesis, a recurring theme relates to 

measurement practices. Therefore, as a fourth theme, this is discussed briefly in these 

conclusions as well.  

As metacognition is intangible, much has to be inferred from behavior. Different 

outings can be interpreted as (signs of) metacognition and these can be valued in 

multiple ways. Although it can be expected that these scores would be quite similar, it is 

known as well that the instruments used to measure metacognition, influence the 

outcomes found to a certain extent (Desoete, 2008). In Chapter Three for example, 

metacognitive knowledge was measured using the IRA (Jacobs & Paris, 1987) whereas 

other instruments are available as well, such as the Junior MAI (Sperling, Howard, Miller 

& Murphy, 2002). Although both instruments measure metacognitive knowledge, the 

IRA focuses on students’ metacognitive knowledge regarding reading strategies whereas 

the Junior MAI focuses on a broader spectrum of general metacognitive knowledge (this 

too relates to the grain size, discussed before). Maybe the results of Chapter Two would 

have been slightly different, had other instruments been used. 

In addition to this example, more fundamental issue regards operationalization 

and measurement of monitoring and control. In this thesis, control was measured by the 

number of learning strategies used.  This is quite common in assessing students’ 

regulation or control of learning (e.g., Weinstein, Palmer & Schulte, 1987; Pintrich, 

Smith, Garcia & McKeachie, 1991). Student scores on such measures are interpreted in 

terms of ‘the more, the better’, that is, students who use more strategies or use strategies 

more often are expected to have higher levels of metacognition. However, this 

interpretation is questionable. First of all, these instruments rely on self-report, which 

might be subject to social desirability or lack of self-assessment skills. Secondly, even if 

these self-reports are accurate, another argument can be provided against this 

 

interpretation as the need to use strategies is not accounted for. Whether students should 

apply learning strategies is very much dependent on the experienced difficulty level of a 

task, i.e., the object-level. Task difficulty and students’ understanding thereof thus also 

plays a role in students’ engagement in learning strategies or other metacognitive 

activities (see also McCormick, 2003) while these aspects are often excluded from 

measurement instruments.  

Monitoring, lastly, was measured using students’ accuracy of assessing their own 

performance (cf., JOL; Lin et al., 2001). However, in the framework described in Chapter 

Two, monitoring refers to an online awareness of comprehension during reading while 

measures used to assess students’ monitoring relate to their judgment of performance. 

Both are indicative of students monitoring ability (as was also explained in Chapters Two 

and Three) yet differ in focus. Considering the framework, another measure would have 

been more appropriate to assess students’ online awareness, such as think aloud 

measures. However, using these measures in reading comprehension interferes with the 

learning task as readers are required to read the text and simultaneously express their 

thoughts about the text and their reading. Furthermore, even think aloud measures have 

their limitations regarding the information that they can provide regarding online 

processes in reading (Schellings, Van Hout – Wolters, Veenman & Meijer, 2013). Other 

measures such as reported understanding or monitoring of comprehension rely on self-

report whereas research has demonstrated that students lack insight in their monitoring 

abilities (e.g., Lin & Zabrucky, 1998) thus resulting in unreliable measures. Therefore, 

although the method used in this study has its flaws, no better option was available. 

Lastly, metacognition consists of multiple components and most measures are 

focused on only one of those, whereas metacognition is not just a simple count of 

individual measures but much more a dynamic process. Although the call for multi-

method approaches and triangulating measurements is not new in this field (e.g., 

Desoete, 2008), this is not sufficient to grasp the entire construct. When individual 

measures are combined, a ‘total score for metacognition’ could be computed, which 

indicates whether or not students have a high level of metacognition. However, this 

simplification into a single number removes the information that could have been 

gathered about the metacognitive process and its individual components. For example, a 

student with average metacognition could have very good monitoring skills but very poor 

control abilities, which in a single combined score average each other out, resulting in 

instruction that is poorly directed at the actual needs of that student. 
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The limitations regarding measurement practices partially reach beyond this 

thesis as these regards all studies measuring (elements of) metacognition (cf. Azevedo 

2009; Pintrich et al., 2000; Veenman et al., 2006). Yet as in all these studies, it should be 

addressed here as well in order to raise awareness of the implications. Furthermore, 

some measurement practices could be reconsidered, such as the way learning strategies 

are measured. For example, as demonstrated in Chapters Five and Six, certain strategies 

are more effective in one domain and less in another. It therefore again seems that the 

context in which strategies are to be applied is quite important (see also the role of the 

object level). While most measures focus on the quantity of strategy use, quality is more 

important. As Duffy (2003) stated: being strategic is much more than knowing 

individual strategies. One must also have an overall idea of what it means to be 

strategic, that is, how to adapt and combine individual strategies within an overall plan 

(p. 232). This should be considered when focusing on measurement of learning 

strategies. Attempts to develop these types of measures are made (cf. Ludwig, 

Finkbeiner, & Knierim, in press) which seems a promising direction for future research. 

 

7.4 Implications 

 

The framework of metacognition could not be validated empirically in the study 

described in Chapter Three. Nevertheless, building on existing research, it has helped to 

understand the construct of metacognition and its different components. Furthermore, 

data showed that having knowledge of metacognition and application thereof do not 

necessarily go hand in hand as students do not spontaneously use their metacognition 

while learning. Training these elements in students did not improve their ability to 

monitor or control learning, nor their subsequent performance. However, the students 

targeted in the study might have been too young to profit. Future research could focus on 

measuring and training the components in older students or in different domains, as it is 

known from Chapters Five and Six that training metacognition in reading 

comprehension is more difficult compared to other domains.  

Regarding the training another recommendation would be to have researchers 

conduct those interventions if the goal is to improve metacognition or learning strategy 

application, and to investigate exactly these processes. Training teachers is helpful in 

educational practice yet as this thesis showed; maybe this is a second step while the first 

step (establishing metacognitive processes in authentic educational contexts) needs more 

 

research to become fully understood. Once this goal is reached, teachers could be trained 

in including metacognition in their regular instruction to their students. 

Based on our meta-analyses of studies in which trainings on learning strategies 

were compared regarding their effectiveness, concrete knowledge regarding both the 

content of the training (i.e., which learning strategies can best be trained) and important 

characteristics (e.g., duration and implementer) was presented. This can be of assistance 

in planning both future training studies and has raised some interesting research 

questions as well, which could be addressed in future research.  
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